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Introduction 
This application note introduces how the AT32 series MCUs perform operations related to software 
safety as required in IEC 60730. 

 

Applicable products: 

Part number AT32 series MCUs 
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 Introduction 

Annex H (H.2.22) of IEC60730 has three software classifications for automatic electronic controls:  

Class A: Not intended to be relied upon for the safety of the equipment 

Class B: To prevent unsafe operation of the controlled equipment 

Class C: To prevent special hazards 

 

This document mainly introduces CLASSB software package developed for Class B software. Few 

specific peripheral IPs are involved in the security library code operations, AT-START-F403A and 

AT-START-F421 evaluation boards are used as examples for demonstration. For other models, 

users can refer this application note for migration. 
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 Program structure 

Class B software package program tests include the startup selftest and runtime selftest. As shown 

in the flowchart below, the blue blocks needs to be added to execute Class B. 

Figure 1 Flowchart of Class B software package program  
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The startup selftest must be performed before the application starts by calling 

selftest_startup_check(). Before entering the main loop, call selftest_runtime_init() for runtime 

selftest initialization, and then call selftest_runtime_check() to perform runtime selftest. The runtime 

selftest time base is 1 ms systick interrupt, and the variable time_base_flag is used to determine 

when to test. Users can set the interval according to the application. In this routine, runtime selftest 

is performed every 10 ms. 

Note: If the selftest takes too long during runtime, it will affect the application. In this case, users can split the 

selftest process and use systick interrupt for periodic selftest. 

Theoretically, when the selftest module is integrated to the application, users need to complete the 

following steps: 

● Perform pre-startup test before the user application starts 

● Perform periodic test in the process of user program execution 

● When the program is running, set watchdog and feed dog in time to prevent reset 
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● Set appropriate test areas for RAM and FLASH tests in the initial stage and running stage 

● Handle faults in selftest, hardfault and other types of faults 

Note: During startup selftest, some peripheral interface drivers may use variables if the program has the 

debugging enabled. Users need to recover these variables after memory test to prevent possible loss of 

memory contents. 

 Startup selftest process 

The startup selftest process includes: 

 CPU registers and flags test 

 Watchdog functionality test 

 Clock frequency test 

 Flash memory CRC test 

 RAM functional test 

 Control flow test 

The process of startup selftest is shown below. 

Figure 2 Startup selftest process 
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 CPU startup test 

Perform CPU registers test to check whether kernel flags, registers and stack pointers are correct. 

If an error occurs, call the fault handling function Selftest_fail_handle().The test source code is 

written in assembly language; therefore, it is different in KEIL and IAP environments. The test 

process is shown below.  
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Figure 3 CPU startup test process 
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 Watchdog startup test  

Perform watchdog startup test to verify that the watchdog reset function is working properly, and 

ensure that the program counter can be recovered through watchdog reset when the program 

crash occurs due to unexpected abnormality of program counter in subsequent operations. Users 

can determine whether the test is successful by identifying the reset flag of the reset status register. 

The test process is as follows:  

A. Check whether WDT reset flag and WWDT reset flag are not set. If both flags are not set, go to 

Step B to perform WDT test; otherwise, go to Step C. 

B. Configure and enable WDT, and do not feed dog; wait for the WDT counter to time out and 

reset, and then go back to Step A.  

C. Check whether WDT reset flag is set and the WWDT reset flag is not set. If so, it indicates that 

WDT test passes, and then go to Step D and start WWDT test; otherwise, go to Step E. 

D. Configure and enable WWDT, and do not feed dog; wait for the WWDT counter to time out and 

reset, and then go back to Step A. 

E. Check whether WDT reset flag and WWDT reset flag are set. If so, it indicates that WDT and 

WWDT tests pass, and the entire test is complete. If not, it indicates that there are unknown 

abnormalities during test. In this case, clear all reset flags and perform software reset; then go 

back to Step A to restart test.  

Note: Under normal circumstances, system reset will occur several times during test. All reset flags need to be 

cleared after the test is complete. 

The test process is shown below. 
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Figure 4 Watchdog startup test process  
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 Clock startup test 

The result of clock test during startup is determined by the cross measurement of LICK and system 

clock. Use the system clock frequency as the reference frequency, and HEXT or HICK is used as 

the system clock source. Use a dedicated timer to capture the LICK frequency (the expected 

minimum and maximum frequencies are listed in Reference Manual). Take the difference between 

the values obtained by two captures as the measured value, and compare to the expected value 

range of LICK. If the measured value is out of range, the test fails.  

Figure 5 Clock startup test process  
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 FLASH memory startup test 

FLASH memory selftest is a part of memory test. In the program, compute FLASH data by using 

the CRC algorithm, and compare the result with the pre-calculated CRC check value that is saved 

in the specified place in the FLASH memory during compilation.  

Figure 6 FLASH memory CRC test process 
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Note: The range of FLASH for CRC calculation is configured according to the actual situation of the program, 

and the configuration is different in KEIL and IAR environments. 

KEIL: 

For ROM Self-Test in MDK-ARM, ARM recommends a third-party software SRecord for CRC check. 

The script file srecord_crc32.bat calls srec_cat.exe to perform CRC calculation on the data in 

an0041_demo.hex file compiled by KEIL, thus to generate the “CRC chec_sum” and then merge it 

into a new file “an0041_demo_checked.hex”. 

Note; The range for CRC calculation is specified according to the actual size of the application, and the 

storage address of the generated CRC32 check sum is in the FLASH blank area. 
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Figure 7 Add bat in keil option 

 

 

Figure 8 Script file content 

 

 

During downloading or debugging, the original an0041_demo.hex needs to be replaced by the 

generated an0041_demo_checked.hex. Users need to add “ini” file in KEIL configuration option to 

load the new HEX file. 

Figure 9 Load ini file in keil option 
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IAR: 

IAR configuration option supports CRC calculation. Configure parameters properly, and the 

compiled file will automatically add CRC check_sum value to the selected FLASH range. 

Checksum is configured according to the CRC peripheral module of the tested MCU.  

Figure 10 Configure CRC in IAP 

 

 

 RAM startup test 

RAM selftest is a part of memory test. For models that support hardware SRAM parity check, users 

can enable RAM check and skip RAM selftest. For other models, users need to use March C 

algorithm alternately fill the entire RAM with 0x00 and 0xFF word by word, and then check. Users 

can choose scramble mode or standard mode when filling RAM. The basic physical unit of 

scramble mode is 4-word. The numbers in the cells below represent the filling sequence. 

Figure 11 RAM scramble mode principle 
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Users can use March C algorithm to complete RAM test in six steps as shown below. Steps 1-3 are 

executed according to address increasing order, and steps 4-6 are executed according to address 

decreasing order. If March X algorithm is used, steps 3-4 are omitted. 

1. Write 0x00 in the entire range, and execute according to the address increasing order; 

2. Check if the entire range is 0x00, then write 0xFF in the entire range, and execute according to 
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the address increasing order; 

3. Check if the entire range is 0xFF, then write 0x00 in the entire range, and execute according to 

the address increasing order; 

4. Check if the entire range is 0x00, then write 0xFF in the entire range, and execute according to 

the address decreasing order;  

5. Check if the entire range is 0xFF, then write 0x00 in the entire range, and execute according to 

the address decreasing order; 

6. Check if the entire range is 0x00, and execute according to the address decreasing order.  

The test process is shown below. 

Figure 12 RAM functional test process 
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 Control flow test 

The control flow test is a part of program counter test, and it is mainly divided into two nodes. Since 

all variables, including variables that are defined for control flow test, are cleared in the RAM 

functional test, one test node is to use control flow variables to determine whether all test items are 

completed properly before RAM functional test. The other node is mainly the configuration of 

processes that are required in the running phase after RAM functional test, such as CRC reference 

variable initialization and stack overflow pattern setting. 

For the control flow test, basically each test module can define two layers, one is whether the test 

module is called properly in the process (CALLER), and the other is whether the test module is 

executed correctly (CALLEE). The test method is as follows. 

1. Define two variables to indicate the progress of control flow; set the initial value of ctrl_flow_cnt 

to 0x00000000 and the ctrl_flow_cnt_inv to 0xFFFFFFFF, and their initial states are inverse of 
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each other. 

2. Define two fixed values to each test module to represent CALLER and CALLEE, and assign 

different values. 

3. Before calling a test module, add the fixed value of CALLER to ctrl_flow_cn to indicate that this 

module has been called.  

4. Enter the corresponding test module, and add the fixed value of CALLEE to ctrl_flow_cn to 

indicate that this module is being executed. 

5. Before exiting the corresponding test module after the execution is completed, reduce the fixed 

value of CALLEE from ctrl_flow_cn_inv to indicate that this module has been executed 

correctly.  

6. After completing the corresponding test module and before entering the next test module, 

reduce the fixed value of CALLER from ctrl_flow_cn_inv to indicate that this module has been 

called correctly.  

7. Check whether ctrl_flow_cnt and ctrl_flow_cnt_inv are still inverse; if so, it indicates that the 

corresponding test module is called correctly in process, and this test module is executed 

properly.  

 Runtime selftest process 

If the startup selftest passes successfully and the standard initialization is completed, initialization 

of runtime periodic selftest must be done before entering the main loop. 

The runtime selftest takes systick as time base, and it is performed periodically. 

Runtime selftest includes: 

 Local CPU core registers test 

 System clock test 

 Flash CRC test 

 Stack overflow test  

 Control flow test 

 Local RAM selftest (in the interrupt service routine) 

 Feed dog (watchdog) 
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Figure 13 Runtime selftest process and interrupt service routine structure 
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 CPU runtime test 

CPU runtime test is similar to the CPU startup test, except that kernel flags and stack pointers are 

not tested.  

Figure 14 CPU runtime test process 
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 System clock runtime test  

The clock runtime test is similar to clock startup test. The test process is shown below.  
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Figure 15 System clock runtime test process 
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 Flash CRC test 

Flash CRC test at runtime takes different time duration according to different test ranges. It may 

takes a long time to complete CRC calculation for the full test range at one time, thus affecting the 

normal application execution. It is recommended to configure segment CRC calculation according 

to the user application size. When the last segment is calculated, compare CRC values, and the 

test fails if there is inconsistency.  

Figure 16 Flash memory runtime CRC test process 
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 Stack overflow test  

This test verifies that addressing is relevant to data path test. Define the Magic Pattern array with a 
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fixed value, and place it at the bottom of stack. Check the integrity of Magic Pattern at runtime to 

determine whether the stack overflows. If the original Pattern is corrupted, it indicates that the stack 

overflow test fails, and users need to call the failsafe routine. 

This area is configured according to the device and application. Users need to define enough area 

for the stack and place the pattern properly. The figure below shows the allocation of RAM, where 

the grey parts are required for selftest. 

Figure 17 RAM allocation diagram 
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Figure 18 Stack overflow test process  
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 Local RAM selftest 

For models that do not support hardware SRAM parity check, the RAM runtime selftest is 

performed in the systick interrupt function. It is not allowed to corrupt the application RAM at 

runtime; therefore, the test only covers the RAM allocated to CLASS B variables. The test method 

is as follows. 

 The test is performed in batches according to the systick time base, and each time offset 4-

word area of CLASS B. To ensure covering coupling faults, the actual RAM block for each test 

also include one adjacent word before and after the test area (6 words in total). 

 First, save the data of RAM block to be tested to the buffer block that is specially used to 

temporarily save the data during test. 
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 Similar to startup RAM test, use March C algorithm to test the RAM block, and select scramble 

mode or standard mode. 

 After the test is completed, restore the data saved in the buffer block to the RAM block.  

Figure 19 Local RAM runtime test process 
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 Watchdog runtime refresh  

Feed dog regularly at runtime to ensure normal operation of the system. The watchdog refresh is 

performed at the end of each test. 

 Software demo 

The running environment of the security library in the software demo is as follow: 

 KEIL project: V5.36; IAR project: V8.2; 

● The program runs based on AT32 BSP V2.0.6 (or other V2 versions of BSP);  

● Demo runs based on F403A chip, and it runs on the AT-START-F403A evaluation board; 

● Project path: 

utilities\an0041_demo 

● CLASSB content path: 

middlewares\classb_lib 
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Figure 20 Print information 
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